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THE ENGINEERING AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATION
OP A
LOW PRESSURE STEA}/[ TURBINE INSTALLATION.
GENERAL SURVEY OE THE TURBINE FIELD.
Since the earliest stages of development in the great
field of power engineering perhaps no one feature of the steady-
progress has created such widespread interest, and made possible
such notable improvements in power plant performance, as has the
advent of the low pressure steam turbine. Turbines designed to
operate on the exhaust steam from reciprocating engines have only
recently commanded the attention of the engineering world, but
because of the remarkable steam saving affected through their use
they are certain to become a permanent factor in the industrial
world. In fact, the economy to be realized in the use of low
pressure turbines is so great that it is difficult to convince the
average person that the claims are not visionarjr. The first
record we have of an exhaust steam turbine installation is the one
at the Bruay mines in France designed by Professor Rateau in 19OI.
This plant was completed in 1902 and is still in successful
operation. Since this time the practice of operating low pressure
turbines on the exhaust from reciprocating engines has steadily
grown in popularity until now it is a frequently adopted plan for
increasing the capacity of a power plant.
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The low pressure tur^bine is not, strictly speaking,
an independent source of power. It is rather an auxiliary to
other steam driven engines. In order to take advantage of the
rapid and continued improvements in the design of prime movers,
central stations found it necessary, up to the advent of the steam
turhine, to make very radical changes in the existing equipment
and often to discard entirely apparatus of high cost long hefore
its condition warranted such action. The old type "belted units
gave way to the direct-connected equipment, and these in time v/ere
replaced by steairj turbines. The introduction of the steam turbine
brought about the most radical changes in power house design, not
only as to the prime movers alone, but as effecting the auxiliary
equipment as well. These changes have all tended toward the
reduction in the size of power houses for equal capacity. Now
comes the low pressure turbine and no such radical changes are
necessary in order to obtain improved results. It is not
necessary to discard old apparatus or to make any great changes
in the operating conditions to take advantage of the saving
offered by the use of a low pressure turbine. The low pressure
turbine does require, however, that additional space be provided.
The low pressure turbine can be used in connection with the most
antiquated steam engine installation and greatly improve the
economy of the station. The low pressure turbine is therefore
very attractive to central station owners as it increases the
capacity of the station, reduces coal consumption and effects
all with a lower cost of investment than would be the case if
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modern high pressure apparatus v;ere installed. Take for example
an existing steam engine plant. If no additional capacity is
required, which is very seldom the case, the low pressure turbine
in connection with the old equipment will reduce the coal
consumption, and permit of the shutting down of part of the engine
plant. If more capacity is required it can be secured through the
low pressure turbine without proportionately increasing the fuel
consiamption. Numerous reports, covering a wide variety of
operating conditions, and tests have been made and this
information is in most cases available.
The fact that steam at atmospheric pressure when
expanded down to 28 inches vacuum yields about the same energy
as steam expanded from 1^0 pressure to atmospheric, is more
appreciated since the advent of the low pressure turbine. In a
non-condensing engine the energy is not used to the best
advantage. The gain in operating condensing as against
non-condensing is not much over 20/^, and for such a gain it is
often foiind unprofitable to install a condensing plant, especially
if the water is raised any great distance. The gain in operating
a low pressure turbine on this engine exhaust is very often 100^,
showing a net gain of 80^ through the use of the turbine. A
reciprocating engine is very efficient when operating between the
boiler pressure and atmospheric pressure, but quite the contrary
when operating on pressure below atmospheric; on the other hand
the turbine is especially efficient when operating on pressures
below atmospheric. The expansion is nearly complete in the
turbine and advantage can be taken of high vacuum. From the
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fcregoing it will be seen that the most efficient power unit
would consist of an efficient reciprocating engine exhausting
into a low pressure turhine which in turn discharges into a
condenser at high vacuum.
The central power plant has profited greatly hy the
advent of the low pressure turbine but to place it properly in
the engineering category we must study the influence of the
turbine over a vastly larger field of usefulness. In studying
the power problem of an industrial plant of almost any size we
must take into consideration the entire plant and only
incidentally the performance of the power station alone. The
purpose of this thesis is to show by one concrete example v/hat a
low pressure steam turbine installation can accomplish for an
industrial plant, not only as a steam saving proposition, but also
as a means of modernizing the whole power system of the plant.
GENERAL STATMCENT OE THE PROBmi.
Eor more than forty years the industrial plant that
is now the Kewanee Works of the National Tube Company located at
Kewanee, Illinois, has been growing in size and output capacity
until it is now one of the large industrial plants of the State.
During this period of industrial progress the output of the plant
has changed noi* only in amount, but in description as well. The
output now being chiefly pipe fittings, valves, etc., while a few
years ago a good portion of the plants operation was devoted to
the production of butt-welded steel pipe. Por about three years
these pipe mills have been idle, and consequently no pipe has
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I
"been manufactured during this period. In so far as this thesis is
concerned it is not necessary to enter into the history of the
plant's development from the first. It is essential, however,
that we understand clearly the conditions that made advisable the
recent changes in the power la^/out of the plant.
A review of the power distribution of the plant as it
was in 1908 will aid in making clear the need of such changes as
will "be outlined later. In each department occupying a building
of its own, and in some instances where there was more than one
department in a building, a steam engine furnished the driving
power for the department. Many of these engines were located in
rather remote parts of the plant and were supplied with steam
through long pipe lines connecting with one of the three boiler
houses then in operation. Some of these engines were small and
all of them were uneconomical in their use of steam. The
departments needing compressed air were, as a rule, supplied in
a similar manner, that is by their own compressors. Practically
no attention had been paid to the economic use of steam when these
units were installed and the reason is quite obvious when we
consider that in the past the Scrap mill and Skelp mill furnaces
furnished waste heat which, utilized through Cahall waste heat
boilers, sufficed to generate a large percentage of the total
steam consumed by the plant. Since the discontinuance of
operations in these mills the steam supply to the various users
has of necessity been from coal-using boiler houses.
Since it is quite probable that the Scrap and Skelp
Mills will not be in continuous operation again some scheme was
demanded that would improve the power performance of the p:j.ant, and
==========^^
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to meet this demand the following plan was proposed by the manager
of the plant, and v/orked out under his supervision: To reinforce
the present available power equipment in the manner described
below, in order to have sufficient power for full operation of all
departments exclusive of the Skelp Mill (non-operating) and the
Scrap Mill (abandoned); distributing such power in the most
economical manner possible, dispensing with as many as possible
of the present extravagant steam generators and wasteful steam
users, and making a beginning on the eventual rehabilitation of
the entire power plant according to the most approved practice.
The steam from No. 1 Boiler House, at 85 lb. pressure
is to be carried a distance of about 100 ft. to the Power Station,
(1) to a 1,000 H.P. simple, non-condensing, direct-connected
Allis-Corliss Engine nov/ in operation, which furnishes
650 k.w.-D.C; (2) to two straight line, non-condensing, single-
stage air compressors v/hich are to furnish the air now compressed
by all the present steam-driven and most of the other compressors,
in the Works; (5) to a 1^0 H.P. Ideal auxiliary engine operating
a small auxiliary generator; (4) to a turbine driving the air and
water pumps of the low pressure turbine condensing plant.
The exhaust steam from all of these users, except
the Ideal engine, is to be piped to a receiver and thence, at
about 1 lb. gage pressure, to a low pressure turbine direct
connected to a 12^0 K.V.A.
,
25 cycle, 480 volt, 3 phase alternator
of the Westinghouse make, provided with a 50 K.W. exciter. The
exhaust from this turbine is to pass directly into a Westinghouse
Leblanc condenser suspended from the exhaust flange of the

turbine. This condenser is to maintain an average vacuum in the
exhaust leg of the turbine of 27-^^ Hg. referred to a 50"
barometer. The water cooling plant is to consist of a forced
draft cooling tower designed by the Wheeler Engineering Company.
The electrical energy from this turbo-generator is to
be carried to the most distant and some less remote parts of the
Plant, where are nov/ operating numerous wasteful slide-valve
engines using not leas than lb. of steam per 1 H.P.
,
mostly as
A.C., thus displacing by the use of induction motors about 1,000
l.H.P. of steara-using units with consequent attendant economies
in relief of overloaded steam mains, condensation, and trap losses
The installation of motors in place of these engines will also
result in increased production, as there has always been trouble
at such points from low steam pressure entailing reduced speeds
or stoppages, loss of tools, and defective work.
The air from the two Norwolk compressors is to be
piped (1) to the Punping Station, v/here it will be used in the
wells at a pressure of 120 lb; (2) to the Grey Iron Foundry,
displacing an extravagant steam-driven compressor; (5) to the
Malleable Iron Foundry, displacing two belt-driven compressors;
(4) to the Brass Foundry, displacing another belt-driven machine;
(5) to the Fittings and Brass Finishing Building, displacing one
belt-driven and one motor-driven compressor where the use of air
has been and is constantly increasing in labor-saving devices and
testing apparatus. At all points except the Pumping Station the
air is to be used at 110 lb. to 120 lb. thus increasing the
efficiency of tools and making possible steadier operations.. In
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general, these compressors will supplant about 5OO I.H.P. of
engine using not less than 50 lbs. of steam per I.H.P. hour.
All data wherever possible are given for present
conditions and also for proposed conditions; that is, the steam
saving netted by the changes in the Power distribution is shown
for conditions as they are at the present time (March 1, I91I),
and for the conditions as will exist when all contemplated changes
have been made. It is necessary to estimate the steam saving for
some of the proposed changes, but wherever this is done very
careful estimates have been made so that the results shown will
not be far from correct.
DATA.
A statement of conditions showing the steam
distribution of the plant before any of the proposed changes were
made will show in a general way where steam is used and in what
quantity. A glance at the steam map of the plant (Pig. I.) which
shows the general steam piping layout before the proposed changes
in power distribution will also help in making clear the method of
steam distribution.
• The amount of steam consurned is taken from the results
of tests, and from calculations, based on actual operating
conditions, in pounds of steam per hour of operation. The month
is taken as 2^2 hours (4-1/3 weeks of 58 hours each) for single
turn, and twice that, or ^OA hours for double turn. In case of
units operating only part of the time, the rate of steam
consumption per hour is reduced in the ratio of average hours of
operation per month, to the above standard - 252 hours - and for
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more than regular operation, the rate is increased in the same
way, so that the factor is always 2^2,
The monthly steam charge to the Power Station, and to
the Water Department, where operation is varia^ole and does not
follow any well defined rule, is obtained bjr taking the maximum,
of the monthly steam charges during the past I3 and 10 months,
respectively,- during which period the Engineering Department
has calculated these charges, as at no time during that period
has operation "been more than normal.
This maximum for the Power Station apparently
occurred during October 191O, hut during that month the Tapping
Department was running motors aggregating V^2'\ H. P. double turn,
and the Boiler Makers & Tinners Department was running a 55 H.P.
Motor full time, requiring a steam consumption of approximately
3,000,000 pounds at the pov/er plant; hence it is evident that the
figure 8,550,000 pounds for January should "be used.
Steam Consumption of Prime Movers.
Pounds of steam per month
Foundries ------------- 8,973,000
Sittings Building --------- 5,060, 000
Mill Departments- --------- 1,749,000
Pov/er Station - -- -- -- -- -- 8,550,000
Water ----------- 4,680,000
Boiler Plants ---------- - 5.591.000
Total
-32,403,000
In the calculations for distributing steam, the highest ratio
of total steam distributed to total steam generated was 0.713*
Hence, it is reasonable to assume a loss of 2^fa for full
operation or 33^ of distributed steam.
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Line and Trap Loss Corresponding.
Thus the losses in traps and transmission lines would Toe:
32,405,000 X 0.553 = 10.801,000
Gross Steain Consiiraption of Prime Movers - - 43,204,000
Steam Consumption of Plant Heating.
The steam required for heating is based on the area
of the heating surface, 0.75 steam "being condensed per hour
per square foot of exposed surface. This figure was determined
by test of the Grey-Iron Foundry steam-heating system in
December I9IO. Where live steam was used for heating, 750
hours per month is used in figuring steam condensed per month.
Where the exhaust steam from engines was used for heating, live
steam had to be used at nights and on Sundays. This live steam
was turned on at 6:00 P. M. and off at 7-00 A. M. Hence exhaust
steam was used 11 hours per day or 280 hours per month, assuming
normal operation of 2^2 hours per month. Thus live steam was
used 4pO hours per month.
Poundries -------- 4,94^,000
Fittings Building - - - - 2,24^,000
Stock House ------- 5,540,000
Mill Departments- - - - - 5,550,000
Miscellaneous ----- -5, 248,000
Total- - 19,528,000
Since radiation is used only six months of the year the above
figure must be divided by two for an average month. The steam
consumption is therefore --------- 9,764,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding.
9,764,000 X 0.535 = 3.254.000
Gross Steam Consumption of Plant Heating - -15,018,000
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STO/IARY OP STEAM CONSmCPTIONS.
Prime Movers ----------------- 52,405,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding ------- 10,801,000
Plant Heating- ---------------- 9,764,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding ------- 5, 2^4,000
TOTAL STEAL! CONSUMPTION OF PLAN?- - -- -- -- -- -- 56,222,000
The a^bove figures show a large steam loss in traps
and transmission lines which may be lessened to a cons iderahle
extent "by a decrease in the demand for steam through these
lines and in some instances this loss may be entirely eliminated
by the removal of the lines themselves. Under proposed conditions
all long transmission lines will be abandoned and many of the
shorter ones as well.
In the following data all steam consumptions, unless
otherwise stated, are given in pounds of steam per month. By
"To Date" is meant, correct to March 1, I91I, and by "Proposed"
is meant conditions as contemplated when changes are complete.
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STmK CONSmTPTION REPLACED BY ELECTRIC PO¥ER. (PRBIE MOVERS)
TO DATE PROPOSED
Foundries ------------- 6,266,000 7,778,000
Fittings Building --------- 3,584,000 4,334,000
Boiler Makers & Tinners ----- 548.000 348,000
Total ---------
-10,198,000 12,460,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding ------ 3,392,000 4,150,000
STEAM CONSmCPTlON DISPLACED BY CHANGE IN AIR SYSTEI/I.
Steam driven compressors:
i
Machine Shop- ----------- 163,000 163,000
Malleable Foundry (Engine Room) - - 176,400 176,400
Brass Foundry ----------- 230,000 230,000
Pneumatic Tube- ---------- 21,600 21,600
Boiler Makers & Tinners Dept. - - - l8l,400 l8l,400
Grey Iron Foundry --------- 000,000 366,000
Motor driven compressors:
Malleable Core Room -------- 295,000 295,000
3rd floor Fittings Building - - - 566,000_ 365, 000
Total 1,433,400 1,799,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding ------ 478,000 600,000
SIBIMARY OF STEAM CONSUBAPTIONS.
Prime Movers- --------- 10,198,000 12,460,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding- - 3,392,000 4,150,000
Compressors ------------ 1,43^,400 1,799,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding- 478.000 600,000
TOTAL STEAM CONSW.IPTION DISPLACED 15,501,400 19,009,000
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BUILDING HEATING.
Upon the removal of steam users and the su'bstitution
of motors in their stead a considerahle quantity of exhaust
steam that heretofore has iDeen utilized for building heating
is now not available and some live steam has necessarily been
used for this purpose.
In the case of the foundries a plan has been
inaugurated whereby the cupolas are made to furnish heat for
the building. The general scheme being qiiite simple is herein
described: "While the foundry cupolas are in operation it is
planned to draw, by means of a motor driven exhauster, the hot
gases from just above the charging doors through a breeching
and an economizer. Water is forced by a motor-driven
cnetrifugal piimp through the econom.izer to a ^0,000 gallon
storage tank where it is stored. When the cupolas are not in
operation and heat is needed in the foundry, the water from the
tank is allowed to recirculate through the centrifugal puinp and
a large pipe coil, which in turn warms the air blown through it
by a motor driven fan. This heated air is then forced out into
the foundry throiAgh steel ducts and there distributed. During
that part of the da3/ when the cupolas are in operation there is
no need for heated air in the foundry and at this time cool
fresh air from the outside atmosphere is supplied to the
foundry men through the same fan and ducts that in cold
weather supply v;arm air. The great value of this plan lies in
the fact that a mean tem.perature of more than f)0°¥, may be
maintained for 48 hours during the coldest part of the v;inter
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without the necessity of reheating the circulating water.
This scheme of course eliminates to a large extent,
the necessity for live steam radiation in the foundries.
However som.e steam is required in addition to the quantity used
under previous conditions and this additional amount must he
substracted from, the total displacement in order to show the
net steam consiimption displaced by the changes in power
distribution.
LIVE STEAM EOR PLANT HEATING IN EXCESS OE PRI]VIOUS REQUIPJaiENTS.
Present Requirements.
Foundries ------- 7,722,000
Fittings Building - - - 2,9^7,000
Stock House ------ 8,989,000
Mill Departments- - - « 4,190,000
Miscellaneous - - - - - 5.248.000
Total 27,076,000
Returned by Cupolas:
Grey Iron Foundry - - - 2,400,000
Malleable Foundry - - - 1,72^,000
Total Return - -
-4.1^2.000
Net Present Requirements -
-22,924,000
Total Previous Requirements-19
1
5^8 »
O
OP
"EXCESS" 3,596,000
TO DATE PROPOSED
For Average Month "Excess" Equals ------ 1,698,000 2,041,000
Line and Trap Loss Corresponding- ------ 565. 000 680,000
Total Excess Due to Building Heating- - 2,263,000 2,721,000

PEKD WATER HEATING.
In two of the three boiler houses now in operation
some means must be provided for heating feed water, which
heretofore has been heated by exhaust steam. In No. 1 Boiler
House where the loss of compressor exhaust has quite
materially cut down the temperature of feed water in the
pre-heating tank, a scheme of utilizing heat from the condenser
of the l.p. turbine in the Power Station has come to the rescue.
The plan is this: Since the air pump of the condenser requires
cooling water, a quantity equivalent to the amount required
for feed v/ater in No» 1 Boiler House is supplied to the air
pump tank at the main tem.perature of about 6^op. A suction
leg from the injection line to the condenser takes up all
excess water in the air pump tank and delivers it to the
condenser at about 80°P. Since there is no chance for loss of
water in the air pump tank there is just as much water delivered
to the condenser as is delivered to the tank, namely, the
quantity required for feed water in No. 1 Boiler House; and
since the condensate from the turbine just about makes up for
the evaporation loss in the cooling tower there is a surplus of
water discharged from, the condenser at about 109*'J'» which is
available for feed v/ater purposes. The discharge head to the
cooling tower is slightly greater than the head to the
pre-heating tank at No. 1 Boiler House so that by proper
throttling any amount of water may be discharged to this tank
at 109^-F* instead of at the main temperature of 65**5'. This
schem.e eliminates the necessity for the use of live steam in
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pre-heating, as there is sufficient exhaust from pumps, etc.
,
to do the heating in No. 1 Boiler House, See figure 9 foi' a.ir
and feed water lines from Power Station.
In No. 4 Boiler House no change in feed water heating
was made, hut conditions are not so favorable in No. 5 Boiler
House and here live steam must he used. Below are given
figures showing the quantity of live steam required for feed
water heating in No. 5 Boiler House under present conditions,
but when the plan is complete for utilizing the cupola heat in
the Malleable Iron Foundry there will be an abundant supply of
feed water at a temperature of not less than l6o**P. and with
the available exhaust from pumps, etc., there will be no use of
live steam for pre-heating.
LIVE STEAM EOE rEED WATER HEATING IN EXCESS OP PKEVIOUS
EEQUIPMENTS.
To Date Proposed
No. 3 Boiler House ------- 1,540,000 0,000,000
SUM/IABY OP STEAJi[ C0NSU1/1PTI0NS.
Total Excess Due to Building Heating- ----- 2,263,000 2,721,000
Total Excess Due to Peed Water Heating- - - - - 1,540.000 0.000, 000
Total Excess for Heating- ------ 3,603,000 2,721,000
Total Steam Consumption Displayed ------
-1^,501,400 19,009,000
Total Excess for Heating- ---------- - 5,605.000 2,721,000
NET STEAJi/I CONSUMPTION DISPLACED - - - -11,898,400 l6, 288,000
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POV/ER STATION DUTY.
As "before stated the general plan is to replace steam
engines and steam lines by motors and electric transmission lines
respectively, and to supply air from the two compressors at the
Power Station to the departments where the compressors have been
removed. In order to obtain a figure showing the true steam
saving as made possible by the changes, a statement of the
operating conditions in the Power Station proper is necessary,
also a comparison between steain consumption of the station
before and after the changes.
The present electric power plant, so far as v/e are
concerned in this section, consists of a 36"x48" simple Allis
Corliss engine direct connected to a 6^0 k.w.-D.C. Crocker
Wheeler generator, one 20«x24", and one 22»'x24" Norwolk
compressor all exhausting into a 20 inch header to a 15^00 h. p.
low pressure turbine direct connected to a 1250 k. v.a. ; 25
cycle 480 volt 3 phase generator. At present there is a high
pressure steam turbine driving the air and circulating pump on
the condenser which also exhausts into the low pressure turbine.
It is proposed to substitute a motor for this turbine and under
"Proposed conditions" this fact is taken into consideration.
Between the turbo-generator and the Corliss generator
is a 500 k.w. motor generator set. The direct current end is in
parallel with the Crocker Wheeler rig and the other end is a
synchronous motor operating with the turbo-generator. The
A.C. power being in excess supplies power, not only to the
newly added induction motors, but carries a portion of the D.C.
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load through the motor-generator set.
The figures telow show steam consumptions when the
turbo-generator is carrying all the A.C. load and as much of
the D.C. load as is possible on the exhaust from the Allis
engine, the two compressors, and the h. p. turbine. This will
make necessary a careful study of operating conditions in order
to establish the state of greatest economy. What is sought is
that condition in which all the exhaust from both compressors
and the h. p. turbine is being utilized in the l.p. turbine
with the exhaust from, the Allis engine when operating so as
just to deliver, in electrical energy, the difference between
the total station output and that of the turbo-generator. All
figures include line and trap losses.
Steam Consumption of Replaced Compressors - - 1,911,400 2,599,000
To Date Propos ed
Steam Consumption of Compressors above Past
Consumption 2,250,000 2,616,000
Excess over Past Consumption 338,600 217,000
Steam Consumption of Allis Engine (Before
Saving over Past Consvimption
Steam Consumption of Allis Engine
Changes)- 8,050,000 8,050,000
2,^80,000 5.400,00
- 5,5'7o,ooo 2,650,000
Steam Consumption of H. P. Turbine 5,930,000 0,000,000
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SmaiARY OF STEAJi CONSIB^PTIONS.
TO DATE PROPOSED
Compressor Excess ------------- 358, 600 217,000
High Pressure Turbine Consumption ----- 5.950 .000 0.000,000
Total Steam Excess- ------- 4,268, 600 217,000
Allis Engine Saving- ----------- 5,570 .000 2.650 ,000
Net Steam Saving in Power Station ----- 1,101,4-00 2,455,000
GRAND SmWARY.
¥.et Steam Consiimpt ion Displaced by Changes-11 ,805
,
500 15,705»500
Net Steam Saving in Power Station- - - - - 1,101.40 2. 45 5. 000
TOTAL STK^I CO^'SUICPTIOF SAVING IJa^iTTED BY
CHANGIlS
-12,904,400 I8, 138,500
TOTAL STBAJ-'T SAVING IN PERCENT OE TOTAL
PLANT CONSWn>TlON BEFORE CHANGES - - 23. 32.2
PROCEDURE IN MAKING POV/ER CHANGES.
To remove one piece of equipment and supply another
in its place is a simple matter and to make a similar
substitution throughout the plant is a simple matter, but to
make euch changes v;ithout interfering with the operation of
departments is not so free from difficulties. This is the
problem that confronted the engineers of the National Tube
Company who planned these power changes.
In general the method of procedure v^as to erect all
electric transmission lines and locate all motors, then when
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the turljo-generator was in operation the final cut over was
made during a short holiday period. Air lines were all in place
and one compressor moved from the old Compressor House to the
Power Station and in operation hefore the department compressors
were cut off, and before the second compressor was m.oved to the
Power Station.
Figure 1 shows the steam m.ain max^ of the Plant "before
the changes and with a very few alterations the mains as they
now exist. Instead of one 12 inch and the one 10 inch main
"between No. 1 Boiler House and the Power Station, as "before the
changes, there is now only one l6 inch main as shown "by the
"black dash line. Figures 2 and 5 show the location of motors
"before and after the changes, respectively; and figures 4 and 5
the same comparison with air mains.
CHOICE OF KEY/ EQUIPMENT.
Local conditions at Kewanee are such as to make a
careful selection of power equipment important. Of course the
general plan for increasing the electrical output of the
Station was obvious from, the first. With all steam, users in
the Station exhausting into the atmosphere there v;as no scheme
quite so attractive as that of using a low pressure steam
turbine direct connected to a generator, but when the condensing
plant was considered there was a considerable difference of
opinion.
Many cases arise in which there can be little doubt
as to the better system to adopt. For example, if plenty of
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condenser water is available, "but the water is not suitable for
boiler feed, it is advisable to employ surface condensers. In
cases where the v/ater is too bad, not only for use in boilers
but also for use in surface condensers, the conditions, of
course, demand the choice of condensers of the jet type. The
more difficult cases may be divided into two classes: first,
those in which a plentiful supply of water, usable both in
boilers and in surface condensers, is available; and second,
those in which water suitable for use both in surface condensers
and in boilers is available only in small quantity or at a high
price. In both cases either jet or surface condensers may be
employed, the second class involving the use of a cooling tower
or some other water-cooling arrangement. The conditions at
Kewanee come under the second case, as all water is lifted from
deep wells and is only obtained at a high cost. Cooling towers
were an obvious necessity since circulating water must be used,
conserved, and re-used. The question of condenser type then
resolved itself into a consideration of comparative results to
be obtained from, the use of one type or another. Because of
the sim.plicity and the small space occupied by such a type the
jet condenser was given slight preference over any other type.
The difference in pressure between the condenser and
the exhaust end of the turbine is a most important factor in
condenser plant costs. A certain difference in pressure is
necessary in order that a flow of steam may take place, but it
is worth while going to some trouble and expense to prevent the
difference from reaching a high value. It is usually possible

to obtain a short and direct connection "between a surface
condenser and the turbine which exhausts into it, and thus to
reduce the difference in pressure between turbine exhaust and
condenser to an almost negligible value. The sarae is not so
often true with a jet condenser, but by using a Westinghouse-
Leblanc condenser suspended from the exhaust flange of the
turbine the steam is allowed to exhaust into the condenser with
no appreciable drop in pressure. This plan was adopted and has
since proved its worth.
Figure 6 shows the high pressure steam piping in the
Power Station and to No. 1 Boiler House. All of this piping is
of extra heavy pipe with extra heavy fittings. This provides
for the higher steam pressures to be carried in the new boiler
plant.
Figure 7 shows the low pressure steam piping in the
station and the connection from the relief valve in the exhaust
header to the exhaust stack outside the building.
Figure 8 shows the condensing water piping between
the condenser and the cooling tower. The water level in the
cooling tower basin being higher than the vacuum breaker on the
condenser necessitates the inverted U in the injection line, the
top section of which is above the water level in the basin. From
the extrei'Jie top of this bend is an air connection to the vacuum
breaker so that when the water rises in the condenser and opens
the vacuum breaker valve air is admitted both to the condenser
and to the top of the U bend thus destroying any siphon effect
that might occur over the bend.
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Pigure 9 shows the air and feed water lines from the
Power Station. The ^-^ inch water line connects the Trenton
water tank and the air pump tank and also supplies the jacket
water for the compressors. The 6 inch line is the feed water
discharge from the condenser pump to the pre-heater tank. The
air line is only shown from the Station to the deep wells, the
remainder being shown in figure 5«
At present a high pressure steam turbine is installed
to drive the air and circulating pump on the condenser but
owing to the difficulty experienced in maintaining continuous
operation of this turbine a relief is sought through the
substitution of a sufficiently large motor for the turbine. The
fact that a motor will be more reliable than the h.p. turbine
is unquestioned, but there are other advantages to be gained by
use of the motor and these might well be set forth.
Case I. In each set of data is the approximate
performance of the Station with the high pressure steam turbine
as the prime mover for the condenser pumps.
Case II. considers the performance with a 5OO h.p.
Motor, instead of the high pressure steam turbine. In this case
all of the high pressure steam used in Case I. by the high
pressure tiorbine is fed to the Allis Engine. This case shows
the Station's electrical output with the same steam consumption
as in Case I.
CASE III. considers the performance of the Station
with conditions the same as in Case II., except that just
enough live steam is fed to the Allis Engine to give the same
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net electrical output of the Station as in Case I. This case
shov/s steam consumption with the same electrical output as in
Case I.
It is quite evident that when the compressors are
more fully loaded than is contemplated in these calculations,
the gain will oe larger. This fact tends to advocate the supply
of compressed air to the Grey Iron Foundry from the compressors
at the Power Station, instead of from the compressor at the
Grey Iron Foundry.
At the present time there is considerable loss of
exhaust steam through the relief valve which, hy the use of a
motor instead of the high pressure turhine on the condenser,
will prohahly be less in amount. This loss is a direct waste
of steam, "but accurate data concerning the quantity can not
be had.
Looking toward the future, it seems reasonable to
assume an increasing demand for electrical pov/er, and also
reasonable to assume that more/fpl^essure steam users will be
added to the Power Station, exhausting into the low pressure
turbine, and in this case the exhaust from the high pressure
turbine on the condenser would be superfluous and thus wasted,
while with the motor on the condenser the exhaust from future
high pressure steam users will be utilized rather than wasted.
One advantage to be gained through the use of a motor
in place of the turbine on the condenser is that a motor is
more sensitive to fluctuations in load, and the power input to
the motor will vary a great deal more with the load than the
steam input to the high pressure turbine.
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In these calculations the assumption is made all the
way through that the motor is operating under full load
conditions, which is undouhtedly greatly in excess of the actual
performance under the lighter low pressiire turhine loads. Again,
the high pressure turhine is not designed for a higher steam
pressure than we are now using. In the near future, a
new hoiler house is to "be erected, in which higher steam pressure
v/ill be carried than are now carried in No. 1 Boiler House.
By the use of a motor in place of the h. p. turbine
it v/ill "be possible to keep the condenser pit much cooler
than will be possible with the use of the h. p. steam turbine,
and at the same time the danger due to steam scalds in the pit
will be obviated.
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PTAInTT OTTTPITT A'ROTTT 600 K. ¥. PER HOUR.
CASE I.
lb. Steam per hr.
UOxnpresoOJ/ — — — »
Output
per hr.
n. p. lurDin©"' ----- »^
Total "RvViaust to l.T). Turbine ® 44.0 Ib/k. w. hr. -26 , 3OO 598
598
CASE II.
300 h.p. Motor @ 240 k.w./hr. in place of h.p. Turbine
oonipreasors - - - »
Allis Jingme ^y* ^i.u xd/k..w. m. 5^9
Total Exhaust to l.r). Turbine @ 44.0 Ib/k. w. hr. -26 , 50O
Total Electrical oui^puv, " ~ 947
240
707
Power Gain Due to Motor = 707 - 593 = I09 k.w./hr.
CASE III.
500 h.p. Motor ® 240 k.v;./hr. in place of h.p. Turbine
289
Tfttal Exhaust to l.T). Turbine @ 44.0 Ib/k.w. hr.-24,100 549mm mf m
858
240
598
Steam Saving Due to Motor = 14,500 - 12,100 = 2,200 Ib/hr.
L —^—
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PLANT OUTPUT ABOUT II60 K.W. PER HOUR.
CASE I.
Output
lb. Steam per hr. k.^.
per hr.
Compressors ------------------ -12,000
H.P. Tiirbine - -14,500
Allis Engine @ 45. Ib/k.w.hr.- - -- -- -- - - 8,000 I78
Total Exhaust to l.p. Turbine @ 35-0 Ib/k.w.hr. -34-, 500 98l
Total Electrical Output ------------- 1159
CASE II.
500 h. p. Motor @ 240 k.w./hr. in place of h.p. Turbine
Compressors ------------------ -12,000
Allis Engine @ 41.0 Ib/k.w.hr 22.300 5^4-
Total Exhaust to l.p. Turbine @ 55.0 Ib/k.w.hr. -34,500 98l
Total Electrical Output ------------- 15^5
Input to Motor- 240
Net Electrical Output - ----------- 1285
Power Gain Due to Motor = 1285 - 1159 = 126 k.w./hr.
CASE III.
500 h.p. Motor @ 240 k.w./hr. in place of h.p. Turbine
Compressors ------------------ -12,000
Allis Engine @ 41.0 Ib/k.w.hr. 20.000 488
Total Exhaust to l.p. Turbine @ 55.2 Ib/k.w.hr. -52,000 ,911
Total Electrical Output ------------- 1599
Input to Motor- - -- -- -- - --- 240
Net Electrical Output - -- -- -- -- -- -- .-. 1159
Steam Saving Due to Motor = 22,500 - 20,000 = 2,500 Ib/hr.
c(
t
-^7-j
'
PTATKTT DTITPTIT ABOUT 16^0 K. W. PER HOTJR.
CASE I.
Output
lb. Steam per hr. k. w.
per hr.
V/wJUk'X w O w 9
366
Tfttal Eyhaust to 1. D. Turbine @ ')2.0 Ib/k.w.hr. -41,500 1290
1656
300 h.p. Motor ® 240 k.w./hr. in place of h.p. Turbine
733
TntaT "PvTiau^t to l.T). Turbine @ ^2,0 Ib/k.w. hr. -41,300 1290
2023
240
INcL'JjXtJolixXoeixvw.o^u.o"" 1783
Power Gain Due to Motor = 1783 - 1656 = 12? k.w./ hr.
CASE III.
300 h.p. Motor @ 240 k. v;./hr. in place of h.p. Turbine
AxXxS JCjIlfciinc yit M-W X U/ Jv. W. IIX . *- f , 676
TntaT RTr'hau«it to l.-D. Turbine @ -^2.0 Ib/k.w. hr. -59.000 1220
X w Vd JL J_J i l> OX 'X Ji. lA 2/ ^ ^ 1896
240
IN C L JCj X w wX XV/<*X \yiAu^^i-*u 1656
Steam Saving Due to Motor = 29,300 - 27,000 = 2,300 Ib/hr.
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In almost every case where a motor was substituted
for a steam user constant speed v/as desired. This fact with the
fact that in some instances nearly a half mile of transmission
line exists between the Pov/er Station and the motor, made the
induction motor the ideal type as an engine substitute. Since a
low frequency current is better adapted to power duty than high
frequency current' a ZS-cjcle 3-phase alternator was selected to
operate on the turbine shaft.
It was early realized that with the available exhaust
steam at the Station a much larger generator could be operated
than was actually needed to supply all the A.C. power consumers.
This knowledge led to the selection of a motor-generator set to
operate between the D.C. Crocker Wheeler generator and the
turbo-generator. As was stated previously this motor-generator
set is balanced between the D.C. and the A.C. power circuits in
such a manner that either end may act as a motor delivering
power from the other end. This feature makes it possible to
carry as much or as little of the D.C. load from the turbo-
generator as is desired. Wlien the compressors are operating
under full load it is desirable to drop most of the Allis engine
load and make the D.C. end of the motor-generator set hog it.
By use of steam through the auxiliary high pressure connection
on the l.p. turbine it is possible to carry both the normal A.C.
and D.C. loads on the turbo-generator thus allowing repairs on
the Allis rig. Conversely the turbo-rig may be down for repairs
and the Plant load be carried by the Allis generator. Only
light loads can be carried in this way, but by use of the
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auxiliary P,0 k. w. l)elt driven D.C. unit in the Station, and an
overloading of the Allis rig almost any average day load may he
taken care of.
Another very important duty of the synchronous motor
of the motor-generator set is to raise the power factor of the
A.C. system. Vith a large induction motor load and no capacity
on the system the power factor is naturally quite low. It is
easily possible to pull the power factor from 70^ up to 100^
by over exciting the synchronous m-Otor field.
EXCAVATION FOR, AND CONSTRUCTION] OP TTJRBIIO] POUUDATIOHS Aim
CONDENSER PIT.
Before the excavation for the condenser pit and
turhine foundation could he carried very far several large
concrete foundations had to "be rem.oved. After repeated failures
to crack these foundations with wedges, etc., blasting v/as
resorted to. Blasting powder was exploded in clay plugged holes
drilled to a depth three feet into the concrete. This process
reduced the foundations to chunks small enough to he handled
hy the crane in the Station.
After the removal of the concrete the real trouble
began. The clay from about eight feet in depth to a depth of
twenty-one feet v/as very full of water and had a decided
tendency to cave. To rem.ove the water from the pit a four foot
well was dug in the center of the area to be excavated and the
water was pumped out v/ith a steam siphon.
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Sheet piling well "braced was used all around the pit
walls to prevent cave- ins. At the tv/enty-one foot depth the
"chip yard"; a frim strata of roots, hark, etc; was reached and
the pit floor was built upon this as a foundation, the depth of
this floor "being 21 inches.
As the side walls went up the under "bracing was
removed leaving the concrete walls to do the retaining. Pigure
10 shows the bracing looking south into the pit, figure 11 the
same looking north east, and figure 12 the "bracing looking into
the pit towards the north west. After the walls and shelf floors
had been completed and the inner form work and bracing rem.oved,
the turbine and generator foundation walls v/ere built and the
two turbine piers with the I beams through them erected. All
inside wall was given a good painting v/ith neat cement and the
leaks were stopped in one way or another. In a few cases small
nipples v/ere cemented into the leak and after the setting of the
cem.ent the nipples were capped. Figure I3 shov/s the completed
foundation and piers looking east, and figure 14 the same as
viev/ed by looking north west into the pit.
The large steam and water piping was in place in the
pit before any of the apparatus arrived at Kewanee. The
condenser was first lowered into the pit and the turbine bed
plate on top of it. Later the turbine and generator v/ere placed
on the bed plate. Figures 15 and 16 show the turbine end of
the pit during the early erection. The h.p. turbine was almost
the last piece of equipm.ent to be lowered into place.
Pigure 17 shows the turbo-generator set in the
foreground, the motor generator set at the left in the center,
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the two compressorB at the right in the center and the Allis
rig just "beyond the motor-generator set and the compressors.
Figure l8 shows one compressor in the foreground the
turho-generator set just heyond and still further in the view
is the 80 k. w. -D.C. engine unit.
Figure I9 shows the turho-generator set with the
governing apparatus in the immediate foreground, also the upper
portion of the gate valve and governing valve on the steam inlet
to the turbine.
Foresight is exhibited in the design and layout of
the new equipm.ent as all of it is standard for the steam
pressure to be carried in the proposed boiler house, is located
near the site of this ney/ boiler house, and is 'conveniently
located to allow additions of equipment. The cooling towers are
also well located so as to permit enlargement.
POV/EB STATION PEKFOmANCE
.
It is of interest to knov/ the actual performance of
the larger units in the Power Station. Figure 20 shows
graphically the results of the test m.ade on the l.p. turbine
by the Westinghouse Machine Co., with some calculated
inforraation. In correcting for a higher vacuum a factor of
7^ decrease in steam consumption is used for each added inch
of vacuum. Below is given a summary of efficiency tests made
at the plant of the Westinghouse Machine Company.
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Load
Throttle
Pressure
Gauge
Pounds
Inlet
Pressure
Inches
Mercury
Inlet
Temp.
Degrees
Fahr
.
(Thern. )
Condenser
Vacuwn
Inches
Mercury
Revo-
tions per
minute
(Counted)
1
1
5.5
5.2
5.9
-9.74-
0.00
+7.83
194.5
215.9
22?. 3
26.36
26.15
25.74
1514.4
1495.
6
1492.0
Load
Weight
Condensed
Steam
(Pounds
)
Total
B. h. p.
Developed
Steam £er_ _ h. p. hr. (Ih. )
Vacimm " Vacuiim Vacuum
Ohserved 27 in. 28 in.
1
25962
40547
48069
752.0
1559.8
1900.0
34.52
26.33
25.30
32.97
24. 49
23.10
30.66
22.78
21.50
Steam per k. w . h_r_._ (Pounds)
Load Genera tor^ _lo a s_e s c ns id e r e
d
Vacuujn Vacuum Vacuum
Observed 27 in. 28 in.
Effi-
ciency Barometer
of Inches
Generator Mercury
1
1
li
48.55
36.??
34.75
46.20
33.76
31.72
42.95
31.40
29.55
95.6
97.3
97.7
29.51
29.51
29.51
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It is always interesting to know just how mucli of the
availal3le energy in the steam entering a user is transformed into
work hy the user. The Rankine Cycle efficiency of the turbine
shows to what extent the availalDle energy in the steam is
utilized "by the turhine. The figures are taken from actual test
data.
Net Turbine Efficiency Based on the "RAmilJE" Cycle.
Inlet steam pressure - - -
Exhaust steam pressure - -
liOad
-k 1 l-:!-
(Ib./sq. in.) 9*90 l^.OO 18.66
(Ih./sq. in.) 1.79 1.B9 2.09
Total heat at inlet condition- -(B.t.u. ) 114>0 11^2.0 ll55«0
Total heat after adiahatic expansion
(B.t.u.) 10j5,5«0 1018.0 ipi2j0
Rankine Cycle Value - - -
Water Rate under above conditions
(Ib/b.h. p.hr. )
Efficiency
W.R. X R.C.V.
112.0 154.0 143.0
34.52 26.33 2^.50
65.9 72.1 70.4
Pigure 21 shows the characteristic performance of the
turbo-generator as copied from the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company's curve.
As an item of interest it is well to know the
increase in Station output with no increase in high pressure
steam consumption over the consumption previous to changes.
Normal loading is taken for both the Allis engine and the
compressors. A 5OO h.p. motor is assumed in place of the high

Co/s>/ec//rfftrf ^ M Cos. Ce^ri/e
No. 6/738.
2^
NATIONALTUBE CO.-KEWANEEW-Kgfa
ECONOMY TEST OF 1500 H.P.
L.P. STEAM-TURBINE
DRAWN SV CM K e BY
'"'"'•^''''jr/A^^r
DATE 11173.4
-j
RationalTube co.-KfwaneeW ks.
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
1250 K.V.A. TURaa GENERATOR^
»«AWH •t<^^^?f^ CM-H P my d^ j^r" ' AtrAc vep BY ^
PATS I-J0«t1
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pressure auxiliary turbine on the condenser. The motors on the
cooling tower are disregarded as they require only a small
electrical input and are not a part of the Power Station
equipment.
ncrease in Station Output
Ih, Steam per hr. Outpui,
k.w.per hr.
Allis Engine ------------ 50,000
Compressors- ------------ 12 ,00
Total Exhaust to l.p. Turbine
@ 32.0 Ib/k.w.hr. 42,000 151^
Input to Motor -- ------- _240
Net Increase in Station Output- ------ 1072
Output of Allis Generator- - - - 750
Net Increase in Station Output in Percent of
Allis Generator Output- - - - - 143
INVESn^NT
In order to place the results accruing from the
installation in final form to show the true saving effected, and
to show the value of the investment the following figures are
submitted.
UPKEEP on replaced equipment is estimated, as it is
impossible to obtain accurate figures on same.
UPKH]5:P on new equipment in the Power Station is
estimated, based on figures for other plants so far as
obtainable. The upkeep on new motors is neglected, as the
repairs on motors of this type are very few except in case of
accidents.
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ATTEKDANCE on replaced engines in the shops is
calculated from reports "by the Accounting Department of the
actual amounts paid to the various engineers for the year 19IO.
No figure is used for attendance on the replaced engines in the
Power Station, as it is difficult, if not impossible , to
apportion the total expense of the plant to those units, and
because the attendance required for the new equipment is the
same, except that one man is needed for three hours, in addition
to the previous attendance. The attendance on the new motors is
neglected, as the daily inspection hy the Electric Light & Power
"Department and a man to start and stop the motors is all that is
necessary, except negligible repairs at long intervals.
INSURANCE Km TAXES are included at the rate of vfc
on the investment, this being obtained from figures furnished by
the Accounting Department, and being about ^0% lower than
usually given in calculating on this subject.
DEPR]*1CIATI0N on replaced engines is 10^, as these
engines were in service approximately 10 years. On new equipment
both in Power Station and shop, 5^ is used, this being an
average of figures used by such authorities as the Chicago
Traction Commission, Milwaukee Electric R. & L. Commission,
Wisconsin R.R. Commission, Stone & Webster Corporation, and
others.
INTEREST on the investment is taken at 6^.
In all cases expenditures are reduced to equivalent
pounds of steam at the average cost of steam at this Plant
for
the year 191O.
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Replaced Equipment To Date Proposed
Upkeep
287,000
62,000
Attendance
1,405,000
865,000
Depreciation
462,000
93,000
Insurance and Taxes
52,000
45,000
Interest
Total Monthly Expense- -
192,000
258,000
3,699,000
New Equipment To Date Proposed
Upkeep
Power Plant, oil only- • 73,000
Attendance
55,000
t(
c
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To Date Proposed
- 1,735,000 1,760,000
347,000 352,000
- 2.082,000 2,112,000
- 4,292,000 4,552,000
TnfaT Monfhlv Exuertse of New Equipment - - 4,292,000 4,552,000 :
Tc + al M'^^+T^T^'- Rvpftnsft of Replaced Equipment 2»928,000 5.699.000
TpYr'^iaft Mnnthlv Exuense of New Equipment- - 1,364,000 653,000
Total SteaL'i Consuinption Saving Netted "by
- 12,904,900 18,158,500
Excess Monthly Expense of New Equipment- - 1,564,000 655.000
NET MONTHLY STEAM SAVING DUE TO CHAIIGSS- - 11,540,900 17,4.85,500
flost of New Equipment
-129,750,000 129,750,000
- 57,984,000 57,984,000
77,607,000
40,695,000
41,320,000
45,700,000
Piping (steam., air and water) - -
Total Cost of New Equipment-
- ^6,561,000 56.561,000
-422,194,000 429,615,000
Salvage on Replaced Equipment
Steam lines and miscellaneous scrap 5i_^9^iP-QP- 6.520,000
Net Cost of Nev/ Equipment - - 416,900,000 423,295,000
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PINALE
NET YEARLY STEMT SAVINr'r IN PERCENT O^F ITmi EQUIPmTT COST 53. 50 49.6
TIME REQUIRl® FOR SAVING TO PAY FOR 1?SW EQUIPMENT 5 y^s. 2 yrs.+
APPLICATION OF GENERAL SCHMCE TO ANY INDUSTRIAL PLANT
WHERE PRIIiffi MOVERS ARE NOT CENTRALLY LOCATED.
The preceding section of this thesis shows the true
investment m.ade possible hy the installation of a low pressure
steam turhine operating on the exhaust from reciprocating units
at the Kewanee Works of the National Tuhe Company, but the
scheme is admirably applicable to the majority of plants where
there are scattered steam users or even where there is a central
plant operating non-condensing.
It is safe to assume that the exhaust from steam
users at about atmospheric pressure can be utilized through
a low pressure turbine and net about 100^ of the power yielded
by the high pressure units. This fact alone is attractive, but
often where long steam lines and many traps can be replaced by
electric transmission lines the saving may be very much greater.
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APPEIIDIX
LIST OP STEAJ/T USERS BEFORE POWER CMNaES,
Sii'.e and Location I.H.P.
Lb. Steam Lb, Steam
per Hr. per Mo.
ENGINES.
•18"
*l8"
*l8"
14."
••20"
•10"
•18"
10"
•20"
12"
• » 2 2 "
18"
13"
9"
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
48"
16"
16"
18"
14"
24"
16"
20"
16"
24"
16"
48"
20"
18"
10"
Allis, Power Station
Was tinghouse , Power Station
Westinghoiise , Pov/er Station
Ideal, Power Station
Ideal, Power Station
Murray, Grey Iron Foundry
Murray, Grey Iron Foundry
Frost", Malleable Foundry
Murray, Malleable Foundry
Murray, Malleable Annealing
Frost", Brass Foundry
Murray, Fittings Building
Frost", Tapping Dept.
Frost, B. M. & T.
Murray (2), Scrap Shear
582.6(Ave)
70.
70.
67-2
68.9
124.
18.
99.2
20.
156
70.
500.
190.
54.1
10. each
16" X 24"
16" X 18"
41" X 4"
15" X 16"
7" X 8"
Murray, Butt Finishing 1^.
Erie, No. 1 Boiler House 62.7
Westinghouse,No.4 Boiler HouselO.
Erie, Galvanising 32.
Reedy(3) .Stock House Elevator 8. each
COTffRESSORS.
18" 'iTTO" Norwalk, Grey Iron Foundry
20" X 24" Norwalk, Compressor House
22" X 24" Norwalk, Compressor House
PUMPS.
Boiler Plants
Water Department
Other Pumps
MISCELLAIvlEOUS USERS.
Hydraulic Elevators
Molding Machines
Other Users
100.
125.9
148.3
15000)
2800)
2800)
3000)
2100)
5600
1000
3400
1000
7400
2860
10300
7500
2060
1000
1440
2900
340
1062
1200
8,550,000
1,512,000
252,000
856; 800
252,000
3,729,600
721,700
2,595,000
1,890,000
519,000
63,000
181 , 400
2,117,000
248 , 200
535,000
502,400
5600 1,411,400
4595)
54-85) 5,300,000
1,274,000
401,000
95,000
75,600
75.600
270,700
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The above list applies to past conditions , that is, prior to
July 1, 1910.
Por To Date condi t ion3_the same list will apply with the
follov/ing changes:
Omit all users marked (*).
Change steam consumption of 22" x 48" Murray, Fittings
Building, to 744, 60O ITis. steam per month.
Change steam consumption of 56" x 48" Allis in Power
Station to 90OO lbs. per hour.
Change steam consumption of air compressors, Compressor
House, to 4,800,000 lbs. steam per month.
Add for H.P. Turbine in Pov/er Station 3 1 930 > lb.
steam per month.
Add for waste water and oil piAmps in Power Station
15,000 lb. steam per month.
For Proposed Conditions omit entirely items marked (**).
MOTOR LIST.
Rating Manufacturer
H.P.
46.
44.
52.
50.
35.
20.
6.
5(3)
(3)
5(3)
(4)
S.E.C. Co.
P. & H.
E. 8c M. Co.
C. Co.
Co.
& M. Co.
Co.
s.
G.
¥.
G.
It
G.
E.
E.
E.
E.
II
¥.
II
Location
Yard Crane
n n
Galvanizing Crane
Grey Iron Sand Crane
Motor Cars
Grey Iron Foundry
Grey Iron Foundry
n n n
Average
Load
H.P.
12.5)
12.5)
13.0
10.
/
D.
Not used
N II
8.
4.
Equivalent
Steam
Con-
suTip ti on
per Mo.
52,000
210,000
42,000
47,000
83,600
52,300
41,800
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5-
5-
1?. (a)
9.
9.
3
G. W.
It n
Grey Iron Foundry
n It IIMM n
Brass Foundry
n M
G. W. Co.
W. E. & M. Co.
c. w.
(a) W. E. & M. Co.
(a) P. M. Co.
G. W.
M II
H It
W. E. ?c M. Co.
7:^.
30.
25.
10.
75.
55. G. ¥.
20. G. E. Co.
12. (4.) G. W.
34. " "
40. (a) N. B. & E. Co.
56. G. W.
7. (2) Sprague Hoist
5. G. E. Co.
35. (a) G. W.
n M
n II
W. E. (Sc M. Co.
S. E. Co.
G. E. Co.
M II II
W. E. h M. Co.
W. E. Co.
G. ¥.
II II
It H
It M
Mallea-ole Foundry
Fittings Tapping
n H
tl M
Mallealile Annealing
Union
Brass Finishing
Iron Body Valve
^3
5. (a)
15.
10.
20.
10.
56.
54.
3.
1.
Iron Body Cock
Iron Machine Shop
Tool Making
Retreating
Galvanizing
Butt Finishing
II II
Waste Cistern
Carpenters
Nipple
II
Chemical Laboratory
B. M. & T.
2.
3
2.
10.
6.
6.
3.5
2
55.
30
\
Not used
45.
5-25
10.
8.
40.
35.
55.
3.
3.
Not used
51.
3.
':5
8.
6.
54.
37.
2.
1.
20,900
31,400
20,900
104,600
62,700
62
,
700
78,400
36 , 600
8,500
383,400
513,700
164,300
69,200
470 , 600
156,900
104,600
66 , 400
418
,
500
366,000
575,200
3,000
31,400
324,200
31,400
21,800
.0 » 400
167
,
500
125,500
135,900
49 , 800
1,129,500
773,900
2,500
10,400
The ahove list includes all motors installed at the
Kewanee plant prior to July 1, 1910, all heing D. C. motors.
Where a nuinher in parenthesis follows the rating of the motor it
indicates the numT^er of motors in a group, as for instance, a crane,
or where there are a numTjer of similar motors. Small motors such
as portable electric tools have not been included, nor any of the
motors in the Skelp Mill or Butt Weld Mill.
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Equivalent steam consumption is Taased on a requirement
of 4li lb. of steam per H. P. delivered at the motor pulley. This
allows for losses in the transmission, 90^ efficiency of motors,
and 46 lb. steam per K.W. hr. at the "bus bars.
Por To Date conditions omit all motors marked (a)
on the above list, and add the following list:
Rating Type Manufacturer Location
Average Equivalent
Load Steam
H.P. Consumption
per mo.
50.
5.
10.
150.
60.
50.
5.
150.
6?.
75.
5.
5.
20.
20.
50.
175.
50.
15.
r-'
P'
6.
(3)
(b)
D. C.
II II
n M
It H
A. C.
D. C.
II II
A. C.
L. C.
II n
M II
n II
A. C.
D. C.
« M
n II
II II
II II
A. C.
D. C.
A. C.
D. C.
B C
II w
n It
M n
¥.E.
¥.E.
& M.CO.
II
N
n
II
Co.
& M.Co.
11
n
II
II
II
II
n
II
Grey Iron Foundry
II M »
n II
11 II II
Brass Foundry
II n
II II
Malleable Foundry
II II
Ijlalleable Annealing
Fittings Tapping
II «
G.W.
II II
n n
¥.E.
G • E.
W.E.
G • E.
W.E.
& M.Co.
n
Co.
& M.Co.
Co.
& M.Co.
11
«
n
G.W.
•I It
Metal Pattern
Iron Machine Shop
Union
Brass Finishing
Iron Body Valve
Iron Body Valve
Boiler Makers &
Tinners
Boiler Makers &
Tinners
Boiler Makers &
Tinners
58.
12-25
5.
60.
10.
10.5
110.
58
16-28
5.
150.
42.
46.
57.5
6.
1.
20.
18.
175-
18.
6.
l\
10-22
4.
2.
675,000
140,000
151,400
52,200
760,000
41,500
109,800
1,205,100
442,000
188,700
151,5^0
52,500
5,147,400
459,200
481 , 000
601,300
62,700
10,500
209,200
261,400
159,^^00
1,850,100
159,400
62,700
41,500
37,500
42,500
8,100
4,100
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D. C.
II n
25. (3) " "
5. "
"
G.W.
II II
mE. & M.Co.
"N. M. Co.
Steam Fitters
Power Plant
II II
Concrete Mixer
2.
6.
66.
4.
4,100
6,200
788,800
3,500
For "Proposed" conditions omit all items marked (b)
and add the following list:
Rating Type Manufacturer Location
Average Equivalent
Load Steam
H.P. Consumption
per mo.
3p«
3.
13.
3.
35.
50.
25.
25.
1.
15.
1.
A.C. V/.E. & M. Co.
D.C. G.W.
II II II II
II It G . E
.
Co.
tl H II tl n
II II II II II
A.C. W.E. & M. Co.
D.C. II
It It F.M. Co.
II 11 W.E. & M. Co.
It It n
It It II
II It C.W.
II tl W.E. & M. Co.
Grey Iron Foundry
Brass Foundry
n II
Malleable Foundry
Fittings Tapping
II tl
Tool Making
Union .
Brass Finishing
Iron Body Valve
II n n
B n n
Boiler Makers &Tinner
Iron Body Valve
20.
40.
2.
12.
1.
50.
50.
30.
25.
25.
1.
10.
1.
784,300
209 , 200
506,300
21,000
125,500
10,400
522,500
313,000
313,800
155,^00
155,600
2,000
104,600
2,000



